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Book Reviews

Endometrial Ablation, edited by B.V. Lewis and A.L.
Magos. Pp. 224, Illustrated. Churchill Livingstone,
London, New York, Melbourne, Tokyo, 1993. Hardback
£55.00.

This book is dedicated to an important development in
recent gynaecological surgery, namely endometrial abla-
tion/resection. It has been produced with the contribution
of 27 experienced clinicians and scientists. It provides a
very comprehensive update on the techniques, results and
complications of endometrial ablation. It is well refer-
enced and very well illustrated with colour plates. The
editors are to be congratulated for their success in
bringing together various experienced surgeons to cover
different techniques of endometrial ablation/resection.
The techniques of endometrial resection, laser ablation,
electrocoagulation and radiofrequency ablation are all
described in detail. In addition, the chapter on fibroids
was very well written and clearly presented.

Apart from the discussion of clinical techniques and
results, the book also covers a number ofimportant issues
including safety and training, patient selection, fluid
infusion system and anaesthetic considerations. A further
chapter on pathology provides an interesting insight into
how different techniques achieve the same results, and a
further chapter on epidemiology provides stimulating
discussion on the analogy between the lack of proper
evaluation in the early experience of transurethral resec-
tion for benign prostetic hypertrophy and endometrial
resection in generating great uncertainty concerning
long-term results and side effects.

In essence, this is a comprehensive text-book on
endometrial ablation which should be available on the
shelf of every medical library and should be of interest to
practising gynaecologists as well as those in training. It is
hoped that in subsequent editions, there may be an
additional chapter on division of uterine septum and
adhesions, as well as on hysteroscopic cannulation of
fallopian tubes; and more discussion on long-term results
(which is not currently available).

T.C. Li
Jessop Hospital for Women,

Sheffield S3 7RE.

Learning Medicine 1994, P. Richards. Pp. 108, illustrated.
BMJ, London, 1993. Paperback £5.95.

This is the eleventh edition of a small illustrated paper-
back written 'to help those considering a career in
medicine to discover what medicine and a medical
education is all about'. It takes the reader through
medical education chronologically. It begins with the
reasons for choosing medicine as a career, moving to how
to choose a medical school and how to get in, with a list of
current entry requirements for all the UK medical
schools. It describes the course, and finishes with career
opportunities for young doctors. It is nicely written and
easy to read, with several interesting quotations from
poets, authors, doctors and medical students. The student
perspective is particularly well illustrated by short sec-

tions written by students on their impressions of different
aspects of clinical life.

Professor Richards mentions that the courses in UK
medical colleges are in the midst of reform but has
concentrated his description on a more traditional cur-
riculum. Although the number of students taught in this
way is decreasing with the advent of newer curricula and
the changes proposed by the GMC, the book gives a good
overview, and includes a synposis of the GMC guidelines
for Undergraduate Medical Education as an appendix.

Considering that the medical profession is in turmoil,
the book is sensitively up to date, addressing issues like
the career prospects ofwomen doctors and the reduction
in junior doctors' hours. It will continue to be a good read
for aspiring medical undergraduates and an excellent
resource for school careers officers.

J. Dacre
Clinical Skills Unit,

Medical College of St Bartholomenw's Hospital,
Charterhouse Square,
London EC]M 6BQ.

MCQ Tutor in Anaesthesia: Clinical Practice, C.A. Pin-
nock and R.M. Haden. Pp. 302, Churchill Livingstone,
London, New York, Melbourne, Edinburgh, 1993.
Paperback £13.95.

This little soft-backed book should prove useful to those
taking the final Fellowship examination. In the preface
the authors refer to the anaesthesia diploma examination.
Anaesthesia is a noun not an adjective and this usage is
American. After a bad start, I actually enjoyed some
aspects of this presentation. In fact, the authors have
developed a particularly useful design, that is, multiple
choice followed by a brief explanation. I wonder why
when I was unclear about an answer the authors used
their second line of assistance, they quoted a reference,
which I did ofcourse not have available so I didn't know if
I had guessed correctly or incorrectly.
For this reason I feel that the book fails to achieve its

full potential, largely because, in spite of a superb design,
it cannot be read on its own. That said, it has a lot going
for it and the FRCA Final candidate will certainly find it a
useful revision aide. I should buy it if I were a candidate,
though it would make me despair at times when, at a late
hour, I would find myself referred to as a reference.

Professor T.E.J. Healy
Department of Anaesthesia,

Research and Teaching Building,
University Hospital of South Manchester,

Withington,
Manchester M20 8LR.

Immunocytochemistry in Diagnostic Histopathology, B.
Jasani and K. Schmid. Pp. 206, illustrated. Churchill
Livingstone, London, New York, Tokyo, Melbourne,
1993. Hardback £49.50.
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Written strictly within the brief implied by the title, this
book is both a laboratory manual and a textbook/atlas of
diagnosis immunocytochemistry. The balance is heavily
weighted in favour of the latter, which comprises 80% of
the book. The review of the methodology is, nevertheless,
adequate and sufficiently clearly written for a laboratory
technician who is an immunocytochemical novice to
follow. The chapters for the diagnostic histopathologist
cover all the main organ systems and are largely restricted
to the optimal choice of antibodies and the interpretation
of results with appropriate colour illustrations. Clearly,
this necessitates some rehearsal of straight pathology and
the authors have steered a skilful course in this respect.
Again there is enough information here for the histo-
pathologist at least to know where to start in analysing
common tumours and non-neoplastic disorders and how
to interpret the results. The book is clearly written and,
with one or two exceptions, the figures show exactly what
is intended.
There are, however, two major problems with a book of

this kind. The first relates to the rapidity of new
developments in the field. New antibodies become
available at ever shorter intervals and some of these
rapidly rise to the top of the list of desirability. This
applies, too, to new techniques; the technique of heating
sections in a microwave oven prior to staining was not in
vogue at the time this book was written and has had a
profound effect on immunocytochemistry practice. The
second problem is whether immunocytochemistry is a
free-standing discipline, as this book implies, or an
applied science best appreciated in the context of
specialist diagnostic pathology tests. My own prejudice is
in favour of the latter.

P.G. Issacson
Department of Histopathology,

University College and Middlesex School of Medicine,
University Street,

London WC]E 6JJ.

Parkinson's Disease Symposium Review 1992, edited by
M. Sandler. Pp. 65. John Libbey, London, Paris, Rome,
1993. Paperback £12.00.

This book is based on two symposia in January and June
1992. The four chapters are written by recognized experts
in their respective fields. Jankovic's review concentrating
on the treatment of Parkinson's disease is both infor-
mative and detailed. His section on the management of
fluctuations and dyskinesias in this disorder will be
particularly helpful for those who so frequently come
across these complications in the clinic. The value of
dopamine agonists in the treatment of Parkinson's
disease remains uncertain at present. The potential for the
use of these agents in preventing long-term complications
has yet to be established but may lead to greater use of
these agents. In this context, the review of Pergolide by
Olanow is particularly helpful. Whether this drug has any

significant advantages over other dopamine agonists is a
matter for debate. Sandler reviews dopaminergic neuro-
protection focusing mainly on the monoaminoxidase B
inhibitor Selegiline. He draws attention to the fact that
the actions of this drug are not confined to inhibition of
this enzyme. For instance, Selegiline is known to increase
the life expectancy in rats and possibly in Parkinson
patients as well!

Overall, this is a brief but useful little book that can
easily be read in a couple of hours. Sections of it may be
useful for further reference but I would be concerned that
its cost of £12 may limit it attraction.

A.H.V. Schapira
Department of Neurological Science,

Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine,
Rowland Hill Street,
London NW3 2PF.

Textbook of Developmental Paediatrics, M. Pollak.
Pp. 584, illustrated. Churchill Livingstone, London, New
York, Tokyo, 1993. Hardback £37.50.

The aim of this book is to bring together information
from many sources. It begins with an interesting outline
ofthe history of the study ofchild development. There are
extensive references at the end ofevery chapter and details
of many different developmental tests.

Perhaps because of the very comprehensive coverage,
some subjects stand out less well than others. For
example, in the section on motor development, the
discussion of clumsy children, although thorough and
attempting to determine a commonsense view, fails to
create a sufficiently vivid picture of an affected child. In
the discussion of autism, there is no mention of Wing's
triad of symptoms or of the recently proposed 'Theory of
Mind'. When discussing language delay, the author
acknowledges that parents may be the best therapists, but
there is no indication of how they should help their
children. Here, a simple checklist, such as is given to
parents by speech therapists, would have made the point
clearly.
The assessment and managment of children with

developmental disorders is carried out by a multidisci-
plinary team. Although the author does introduce the
concept of the child development team in the final
chapter, it would have been helpful to outline the roles of
different professionals throughout the book and to
consider some of the difficulties, both interpersonal and
logistical, that can arise.

Finally, in order to make the excellent information
more accessible to all paediatricians in training, it would
be helpful to have key points listed at the end of each
chapter.

H. Bantock
101 Crouch Hill,
London N8 9RD.
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